A. COURSE DESCRIPTION

Credits: 2
Lecture Hours/Week: *.*
Lab Hours/Week: 4
OJT Hours/Week: *.*
Prerequisites: None
Corequisites: None
MnTC Goals: None

This course provides elementary hairstyling service skills including shampooing, scalp massage and treatments, blow styling, thermal styling, roller curls, wet styling, hair care product knowledge, safety procedures, and decontamination. (Prerequisite: None) (2 credits: 0 lecture/2 lab)

B. COURSE EFFECTIVE DATES: 04/04/2017 - Present

C. OUTLINE OF MAJOR CONTENT AREAS

1. Chemistry of Shampoo and Conditioner
2. Principles of Hair Design
3. Practice Hairstyling and Shampoo Procedures
4. Decision Making
5. Product Selection and Use
6. Safety and Decontamination Regulations
D. LEARNING OUTCOMES (General)
1. Define basic scalp care
2. Identify different scalp types
3. List methods of draping
4. Identify parts of a pin curl
5. Perform wet drape
6. Perform chemical drape
7. Perform dry drape
8. Perform scientific brushing
9. Identify safety procedures for shampooing
10. Identify types of shampoo
11. Analyze hair types
12. Perform shampoo manipulations
13. Perform shampoo procedure
14. Identify types of hair conditioners
15. Perform application of hair conditioners
16. Perform detangling procedure
17. Locate natural parts
18. Identify different types of parts
19. Perform parting techniques
20. List safety measures used in thermal waving
21. Identify parts of a thermal iron
22. Perform short hair curling technique
23. Perform figure six curling technique
24. Perform figure eight curling technique
25. Perform spiral curl technique
26. Perform flat iron technique
27. Perform volume drying technique
28. Perform style drying technique
29. List scalp massage movements
30. Perform scalp massage movements
31. Identify abnormal scalp conditions
32. List abnormal scalp treatments
33. Perform scalp treatments
34. List parts of a roller curl
35. Identify roller volumes
36. List roller placement effects
37. Perform roller placement exercise
38. Identify indentation roller curl
39. Identify different drape methods
40. List pin curl type variations
41. Identify types of pin curl bases
42. List pin curl base effects
43. Identify types of pin curl stems
44. List pin curl stem effects
45. Construct pin curl bases, stems, and circles
46. List steps in a comb-out procedure
47. Perform backcombing technique
48. Perform basic braiding techniques
49. List face shapes
50. Understand balance of style and face shape
51. Understand facial imperfections
52. Understand hair types
53. Understand hair shapings
54. Understand wet styling techniques
55. Use all hairstyling safety and decontamination procedures

E. Minnesota Transfer Curriculum Goal Area(s) and Competencies
   None

F. LEARNER OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
   As noted on course syllabus

G. SPECIAL INFORMATION
   None noted